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FREE OBJECTS IN CERTAIN VARIETIES OF 
INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 

S. W. MARGOLIS, J. C. MEAKIN AND J. B. STEPHEN 

ABSTRACT. In this paper it is shown how the graphical methods de
veloped by Stephen for analyzing inverse semigroup presentations may be 
used to study varieties of inverse semigroups. In particular, these methods 
may be used to solve the word problem for the free objects in the variety 
of inverse semigroups generated by the five-element combinatorial Brandt 
semigroup and in the variety of inverse semigroups determined by laws of 
the form xn = xn+l. Covering space methods are used to study the free 
objects in a variety of the form V \l Q where V is a variety of inverse 
semigroups and Q is the variety of groups. 

1. Introduction. Inverse semigroups, considered as algebras with the two 
operations of multiplication and inversion, form a variety determined by asso
ciativity and the following laws: 

(*) xx~xx = x, (x~x)~x = JC, x~xxy~xy = y~xyx~xx, (xy)_1 = y~lx~x. 

For an inverse semigroup S we denote the set of idempotents of S by E(S). 
The inverse semigroup S can also be viewed as a partially ordered algebra. The 
natural partial order on S is defined by r ^ s, r, s G S, if there exists e G E(S) 
such that er — s. The order filter of s G S is [s | ] = {r G S : r ^ s}. 

We assume a familiarity with the basics of inverse semigroup theory (see Pet-
rich [10]) and elementary information concerning universal algebra (see Gràtzer 
[2]). We refer the reader to Clifford and Preston [1] for a discussion of semi
groups in general; in particular, Green's lemma and the Green's relations are 
discussed in detail. We refer to Hopcroft and Ullman [4] for basic information 
about automata theory. 

For a set Z, and a set of formal inverses X -1 = {cr_1|a G X}, a pair of 
elements (w,v) of (EUE - 1 ) + will be called an identity and denoted u = v. 
An inverse semigroup S is said to satisfy the identity u — v if ucj) — v<f> for 
all homomorphisms <j> : (L U L - 1)+ —-> S. Given a set J of identities, the 
class of all inverse semigroups satisfying each identity in J is called the variety 
determined by jF. Varieties of inverse semigroups have attracted considerable 
attention in the literature: we refer the reader to Petrich [10], Chapter XII for 
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basic results and notation in this field. In particular, we will consistently use the 
following notation: 

1) Ç - The variety of groups. 
2) I - The variety of inverse semigroups. 
3) T - The trivial variety of inverse semigroups. 
4) S - The variety of semilattices. 
5) SÇ - The variety of Clifford semigroups. 
6) SI - The variety of strict inverse semigroups. 
7) (B - The variety of inverse semigroups determined by the five element 

combinatorial Brandt semigroup. 
8) [ua — va]aeA ~ The variety determined by the family of identities {ua = 

VafaeA' 

9) Cn = [un = un+l]; 

In the lattice of varieties of inverse semigroups we will denote the meet of the 
two varieties V\ and ^2 by ^ n ^ 2 , and the join of <VX and ^2 by f i V ^2. 

All varieties that we will consider will be finitely based (i.e. they are defined 
by a finite set of identities), and we will consistently assume that the identities 
are given over a finite set X. 

A variety V of inverse semigroups is said to be a completely semisimple [resp. 
combinatorial, cryptic] variety of inverse semigroups if every inverse semigroup 
in V is completely semisimple [resp. combinatorial, cryptic]. 

Our interest will be in the varieties G, $, and their joins with the variety 
of groups. The importance of these varieties is discussed in Petrich [10]. In 
particular we recall the following facts from Petrich [10]. 

THEOREM 1.1. (Petrich [10], Chapter XII) 
(a) A variety V of inverse semigroups is combinatorial if and only if Cn 2 V 

for some n (and if and only if V H Ç = T ); 

00 

(b) \JCn = l; 

(c) A variety V of inverse semigroups is a completely semisimple cryptic 
variety if and only if G V Ç D V ; 

(d) S = Ci = [w2 = w]; 
(e) SQ = G V Q — [ww>-1 = w_1w] 
(f ) Ci 2 » D Cx 
(g) <B = [(uvu~1)2 = uvu~l] 
(h) SI = $ V Ç. 

We denote the free inverse semigroup on a set X by FIS(X)\ thus FIS(X) = 
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(XUX~l)+/p where p is the Vagner congruence, i.e. p is the congruence on 
(X U X~l)+ generated by requiring that the laws (*) should hold. A variety 
1/ of inverse semigroups determines the fully invariant congruence p( V ) on 
( X U r ' ) + where X is a countably infinite set and p{V) = {(w7v) G (X U 
X~l)+ x (XUX~l)+ : u = v is a law in 1/}. Clearly p(l/) D p. Conversely, 
every fully invariant congruence r on (X UX~l)+ such that r 2 P determines 
a variety V (r) of inverse semigroups. This correspondence establishes an anti-
isomorphism between the lattice of varieties of inverse semigroups and the 
lattice of fully invariant congruences r on (X UX_ 1)+ for which r 2 P (see 
Petrich [10]). Furthermore, if X is any non-empty set and V is a variety of 
inverse semigroups, then (XUX~l)+/p(cU) is the I/'-free semigroup on X (i.e. 
(XUX~l)+/p((l;) is the free semigroup on X in the variety 1/). 

We shall be concerned with the free semigroups in the varieties % and Cn in 
the present paper, as well as the free semigroups in a variety V V Ç where V 
is a variety of inverse semigroups whose free semigroups are known and Q is 
the variety of groups. In order to study these V -free semigroups, we make use 
of the notion of the Schiitzenberger graphs of an inverse semigroup presentation 
and the iterative construction of Stephen [14] of these graphs. We briefly review 
relevant terminology and refer to the papers of Stephen [14], [15], Margolis and 
Meakin [8], Meakin [9] and Margolis, Meakin and Stephen [7] for many more 
details. 

Let X be a non-empty set and T = {(M*, v/) : / € /} a relation on (X UX~1)+ 

(i.e. (XUX-l)+x(XUX-])+ D T). The inverse semigroup generated by X subject 
to the relations T is the inverse semigroup. S = Invs(X : T) = (XUX~1)+/T 

where r is the congruence on (XUX~l)+ generated by TU p. The pair (X, T) is 
called a presentation of S. If S = Invs (X : T) = (X U X~~1)+/T is an inverse 
semigroup presentation and if u is a word in (XUX~l)+ then we shall denote 
by ST(X, T, u) (or ST(u) if the presentation is understood) the Schiitzenberger 
graph of u relative to this presentation. Thus the set of vertices of SF(u) is the 
set RUT of elements of S that are %, -related to ur in S: there is an edgeÇ)-^—O 

VT WT 

labeled by x G XUX~l from vr to wr in ST(u) if vr, WT G RUT and wr = (VX)T. 

The triple ^L(M) = 5i(X,T,u) = ((MM_1)T, Sr(w), wr) may be regarded as an 
automaton (called the Schiitzenberger automaton of u). Denote by L(J2 («)) the 
language accepted by A (u). The importance of these automata stems from the 
following result of Stephen [14]. 

THEOREM 1.2. (Stephen [14]) For S = Invs(X : T) = (X U X~xf/r and 
words w, v G (XUX - 1)+ the following statements are equivalent: 

(a) MT = vr; 
(b)LC#(M)) = L(J?(v)); 
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(c) u G L(A (v)) and v G L(A (u)); 
(d) A(u) and A(v) are isomorphic (as automata, or equivalently as birooted 

labeled graphs). 

Thus the automaton A(u) may be interpreted as a "canonical form" for the 
r-equivalence class of the word u relative to the presentation. In his paper [14], 
Stephen provides an iterative procedure for constructing the automata A(u). 
Briefly, A (u) may be constructed from MT(u) (the Munn tree of w, considered 
as an automaton with one initial state and one terminal state) by applying a 
(not necessarily finite) sequence of "expansions" and "reductions" to the inter
mediate automata. The automata under consideration are deterministic, injective 
and trim, with one initial state and one terminal state and with the property 
that if O >—O is a n e(*ge m m e automaton (for x G X U X~l), then so is 

oc p 

O — - ^ O - In this paper, we call an automaton satisfying these conditions an 
a p 

inverse X-automaton. An expansion of such an automaton A ' relative to a set 
T — {(w/,v/) : i G / } of relations (w/,v; G ( I U I _ 1 ) + ) is an operation of the 
following type: if in A ' there is a path O—'-*—O from <* to /? labeled by one 

oc p 

side (say ut) of one of the relations in T, then we "sew on" to Af another path 
from a to (3 labeled by the other side (v/) of the relation. A reduction of an 
automaton A is obtained by identifying two edges Q—^—O a n^ O - * — O °f 

a p a l 

A that have the same label x G XUX~~l and the same initial state (vertex) a. 
(A somewhat more formal definition of these operations is provided in Stephen 
[14]: see also Meakin [9]). We write A\ => Ai if Ai is obtained from A\ by 
applying one expansion followed by a sequence of reductions so that the re
sulting automaton is deterministic. If A\ is an inverse X-automaton, then so is 
Ai. We write A\ =$> A if there is a sequence (finite or infinite) of productions 
A\ => Ai => A3 => • • • => A. We say that A\ is closed (with respect to the 
presentation) if no production of the form A\ ^ Ai produces a new automaton 
Ai 7̂  A\. From the results of Stephen, we know that \i A is a closed automaton 
and MT(w) = > A, then A = A (w). The word problem for M = Invs(Z : T) 
is decidable if this procedure for constructing the Schutzenberger automata is 
effective in the sense that, for each w, v G ( IUX - 1 ) + , there is an algorithm for 
deciding whether v G L(A(u)) or not. We refer the reader to [14], [15], [7], [8], 
[9] for many more details and applications of this procedure. We shall apply 
these methods to study the free objects X+/pCB) and X+/p(Cn) in the varieties 
<B and G-

2. The varieties <B and Cn (« = !)• We denote by B(X) the free object on 
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X in the variety <B and by Cn(X) the free object on X in the variety Cn. From 
Theorem 1.1 and the discussion in the previous section it is clear that 

(1) B(X) = Invs(X : uvu"1 = (WVM-1)2, w, v G ( i u r ' ) + ) 

and 

(2) Cn(X) = Invs(X : un = un+\ u G (XUX~l)+). 

We indicate below how to apply the iterative procedure outlined above to 
construct the Schutzenberger automaton Jl(w) for a word w G ( X U r ' f , 
relative to either the presentation (1) for B(X) or the presentation (2) for Cn(X). 
We begin by considering Cn(X): the argument for B(X) follows along very 
similar lines. 

Let S\\ be an inverse automaton and consider the effect of applying a 
production A\ => !A^ relative to the presentation (2). In order to apply 
any such production, we must be able to find states (vertices) a,(3£J?L\ 
and a path Q >" Q—Z—Q^u... Q " Q labeled by un (for some word 

a—a0 a\ a2 a„-\ an—(5 

u G (X UX"')+) from a to f5. We expand the automaton A\ by sewing on 
to S\\ another path O - *— 0~^~O->" ' 'Ch*— O labeled by un+{ from 

£<> = « 01 fa Pn Pn+l=(3 

a to (3. Application of a succession of reductions to the resulting automa
ton immediately results in identifying the path labeled by u from a, to ai+\ 
with the path labeled by u from ft to /3;+i, thus yielding a path of the form 
O ^ - O - ^ O ^ " • * O ^ - C O " with a loop labeled by u at (3. Further 

a=a0 ot\ a2 an-\ an=fi 

application of reductions at (5 then yield oco = ot\ = - • • = cxn-\ — ocn = a = (5 
and the original path labeled by un from a to /3 reduces to a loop labeled by u 
at a — f3. Thus the effect of a production A\ => %% is to replace a path labeled 
by un in A\ by a loop labeled by u. Clearly, if S\\ is finite then fy. has fewer 
vertices than S\\. 

Now let w be any word in (X UX~l)+. Since A(w) is obtained from the 
finite automaton MT(w) by a sequence of productions MT(w) =^> ^t(w), it 
follows that A (w) is finite. Furthermore, an inverse X-automaton A is closed 
with respect to the presentation (2) if and only if it satisfies the property Pn 

below: 
Pn: if in A there is a path Q " Q—Z—Q^"... Q > Q from a to /? 

labeled by un for some word M G (XUX_1)+, then a = ct\ = • • • = a„_i = a„ = 
/3. Hence J^(vv) satisfies the property Pn. Note also that it is decidable whether a 
finite inverse X-automaton A satisfies property Pn or not. For if A is finite then 
its transition monoid is a finite monoid: it follows that there are finitely many 
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elements in this transition monoid that can be expressed as nth powers of other 
elements of this monoid. Hence, for all states (vertices) a, (3 in A, it is decidable 
whether there is a path labeled by un from a to (3 for some word u G (XUX~l)+ 

(since such a path corresponds to an nth power in the transition monoid of SA ). 
Hence it is decidable when a finite inverse X-automaton is closed with respect 
to the presentation (2) and so the word problem for Cn(X) is decidable. We 
summarize this discussion in the following results. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a non-empty set, n a fixed positive integer, w a word 
in (XUX_ 1)+ and Si(w) the Schiitzenberger automaton of w relative to the 
presentation (2) for Cn(X). Then SL(w) is a finite inverse X-automaton that 
satisfies Pn. Furthermore, the word problem for Cn(X) is decidable. 

Additional information about the structure of Cn(X) is obtained by classifying 
those automata that occur as Schiitzenberger automata of some word w G (XU 
X_1)+ relative to the presentation (2). We already know that such an automaton 
satisfies Pn: in fact the converse is true. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let SA be a finite inverse X-automaton. Then SA is the 
Schiitzenberger automaton SA (w) for some word w G (XUX-1)"1", relative to 
the presentation (2) for Cn(X), if and only if SL satisfies Pn. 

Before proceeding with the proof of this theorem we recall the notion of 
the fundamental group of a graph (or automaton) in the sense of Higgins [3] 
or Stallings [13]. Let SA be an inverse X-automaton and consider SA for the 
moment simply as a labeled graph (i.e. ignore the fact that it has distinguished 
initial and terminal states). If e is the edgeO—-»—Om -# m e n e~l *s m e e ^ 8 e 

a (3 

O <—O • F° r coterminal paths /?, q from initial vertex a to terminal vertex f3 

write p ~ q if p can be obtained from q by a finite number of replacements of 
consecutive edges of the form ee~x by the empty path 1 or vice-versa. (Thus, 
for example, if & is a tree and a, /3 are any two vertices of A then p ~ q 
for any two paths p, q from initial vertex a to terminal vertex f3.) The relation 
~ is clearly an equivalence relation (called "homotopy") on the set of paths of 
A: denote the equivalence class of a path p by [p]. The set {[p] : p is a path 
in A } forms a groupoid called the fundamental groupoid of A with respect 
to concatenation of (equivalence classes of) paths whenever this concatenation 
is defined. If a is a fixed vertex of A then the subset 7ri(.#, a) — {[p] : p is 
a path from a to a in A } forms a group, called the fundamental group of Si 
based at a, with respect to concatenation of equivalence classes of paths. It is 
well-known (Higgins [3], Stallings [13]) that 7Ti(-#,«) is a free group and that 
TT\(A , a) = 7Ti(.#, (3) if there is a path in Si connecting a and f3. Thus if Si is 
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connected we denote the group 7Ti (.#,«) (for any vertex a) simply by TT\(A) 

and refer to it as the fundamental group of A. If T is a spanning tree of A 
then the rank of TT\(A) is (l/2)\E(A — T)\ (the number of undirected edges in 
A — T). We denote this number by /3(A) (and call it the first Betti number of 
A). 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let A be a finite inverse X-automaton. We show by 
induction on (3(A) that there is some word w such that MT(w) = > A. The 
desired result will then follow from the fact that A is closed with respect to the 
presentation (2) if A satisfies condition Pn. 

If (3(A) = 0 then A is a tree and so A — MT(w) for any word 
w G (X U X~l)+ whose Munn tree is A (such a word exists since A is 
finite, injective and trim with one initial state and one terminal state). As
sume that (3(A) > 0 and that the result is true for all finite inverse X-
automata A\ with (3(A\) < (3(A). Let T be a fixed spanning tree of A and 
let e — O—-*—O be an edge of A that is not in T. (We do not require 

a (3 

a and (3 to be distinct). Fix a state (vertex) a^ of A. Let [ao,a] be the 
geodesic in T from ao to a and [/3, ao] the geodesic in T from (3 to ao. Thus 
[ao, a] is a path O ^ — O ^ - 0 ~ ~ ^ ' ' " O ** O with e a c n e(*ge m ^ anc* 

«o «i a2 ak-\ ak=a 

[/?, ao] is a path O >' O )2 O—»• • • O - ^ — O with e a c n ec*ge in 7\ Clearly 
13=00 01 ^2 A-l A=«0 

0 - 4 ^ 0 - ^ 0 - 2 • - O ^ O - ^ - O - ^ O ^ ^ O - • • • O ^ O is a path 
«o «, a2 <**-i « (3 (3\ f32 Pt-\ «o 

from ao to ao in A and all of its edges except e = O >—O a r e m ^-

Without loss of generality we may assume that x\ ^ y~x (i.e. the word 
u = X1JC2.. .x^xyi.. .yf is cyclically reduced): for if / is the smallest inte
ger for which a, ^ (3t-i then we may choose at as our fixed state (and 
call it ao). In fact we may also assume without loss of generality that all 
of the vertices ao , . . . , a^-i, a, / 3 , . . . , (3t-\ are distinct: if a = (3 we choose 
ao = a; if a ^ /? we choose / to be the largest integer such that a, = /?,_, 
and then choose ao = a,. Thus w labels a circuit from ao to ao in A. Let 
V(e) = {ao, . . . , ctk-\ 7 a, /?, /3i, . . . , A- i} be the set of vertices in this circuit. 
We form a new X-automaton Ĵ i as follows. The set V(A\) of vertices of Ĵ i 
is V(A{) = V(j*)U Vi U V2U---U V„_i U {og} where (for i = 1 , . . . , « - 1), 
V/ = {7' : 7 G V(e)} is a set of /c+f+1 elements in one-one correspondence with 
V(e), and the sets V(A), Vi , . . . , V„_i, {org} are mutually disjoint. The (labeled) 
edges of Ĵ i are described in the following way. A\ contains all of the edges 
Q ? Q i n A for 7,5 G V(-#) except the edge O - ^ — O , which is replaced 

7 (5 / ? , _ , «o 
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by the edge O—^—O : m addition, 5\\ also contains all edges in the path from 
a-. «j 

a\ to ag labeled by un~l as below: 

o^o^-o^- • -o^-o^-o— • • o-^-o^-o^- • • 
«J <*\ «2 « ' Pl P\ #-i al ai 

... O-i-o-^O—• • O-^-O 

The initial (terminal) state of j^i are the same as in A. Essentially, the automaton 
(graph) of A\ is obtained from A by "unwrapping" the circuit labeled by u from 
OCQ to ao into the path C(x) labeled by un from ao to ag. 

From the construction of the automaton A\ it is evident that !A\ = » ^ relative 
to the presentation (2) since the path C(x) is transformed into the circuit labeled 
by u from ao to ao and all other edges are left unchanged. Since J3L is injective 
and u is cyclically reduced, it follows that !A\ is injective: it is clear that A\ is a 
finite, trim X-automaton with one initial state and one terminal state, so 5\.\ is an 
inverse X-automaton. A spanning tree T\ for A\ is obtained from the spanning 
tree T for Si by taking in T\ all the edges of the path C(x) and all edges of T 
other than the edge Q >' Q (which is not in A\). The fact that T\ is a tree 

follows since T and C(JC) are trees and any path in TUC(x) from a vertex in 
T — C(x) to a vertex in C(x) — T must contain the edge O * ~ 0 • I* i s c^ear 

or 0 

that an edge / is in !A\ — T\ if and only if / is in A — T and f ^ e. Hence 
^{!A\) = /?(.#)— 1. By the induction hypothesis there is a word w G (XUX~l)+ 

* * * 
such that MT(w) => A\ : since 2L\ => Jl we have MT(w) = » J3, as required. 

Remarks. (1) Some structural properties of the semigroup Cn(X) follow easily 
from the results just established. For example Cn(X) is combinatorial (well-
known) and completely semisimple (with finite T> -classes) since all of its 
Schiitzenberger graphs are finite. The semigroup Cn{X) is infinite if n ^ 2 
and |Z| ^ 2: this follows easily from the fact that there is an infinite square-free 
word on X (see, for example Lothaire [6]), all of whose finite prefixes must 
lie in different Œ)-classes. The Green's relations on Cn(X) are easily calculated 
since the Schiitzenberger graphs are known. Corresponding structural properties 
for the relatively free semigroups in the variety of semigroups defined by the 
laws xn — jcn+1 seem much more difficult to obtain, although it has long been 
known that these free objects on at least two generators are infinite (see, for 
example Lallement [5]): as far as we are aware it is not known how to solve the 
word problem for these objects. 

(2) The methods developed above may also be used to solve the word problem 
for the relatively free objects in the variety of inverse semigroups defined by 
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the laws un — un+k for k ^ n. Once again, the Schutzenberger automata are all 
finite: a path labeled by un for some word u G (X UX~')+ reduces to a circuit 
labeled by uk after the appropriate expansions and reductions are applied. 

Similar methods may be used to study the semigroup B(X) relative to the 
presentation (1) above. In this case a somewhat sharper condition than Pn may 
be obtained. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a non-empty set, w a word in (XUX_ 1)+ and A(w) 
the Schutzenberger automaton of w relative to the presentation (1) of B(X). 
Then A = A (w) is a finite inverse X- automaton that satisfies the condition 

(P) There is at most one edge in A labeled by each letter w X U X - 1 . 

In fact if A is a finite, inverse X-automaton, then A is the Schutzenberger 
automaton Si (w) for some word w G (XUX_ 1)+ , relative to the presentation 
(I) for B(X), if and only if Si satisfies P. In particular, the word problem for 
B(X) is decidable. 

Proof Since each relation in the presentation (1) is of the form z2 = z (for 
z — uvu~x G (X UX~~l)+) it follows as a special case of the argument used in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 that each Schutzenberger graph is finite. (Of course 
this is clear a priori if X is finite since the relatively free objects on a finite set 
in any variety of semigroups generated by a single finite semigroup are well-
known to be finite—see, for example, Gràtzer [2]). We next show that a finite, 
inverse X-automaton Si is closed with respect to the presentation (1) if and 
only if Si satisfies condition (P). Suppose first that A is closed. Given any two 
edges O—^—OandO"""*—0> le t v larjel a n v P a m fr°m ^i to 72 and then note 

1\ è\ ^2 62 

that y(vy)y~{ labels a path from 7i to 72- Since A is closed there is also a 
path from 7i to 72 labeled by |jy(vy)j-1]2 and so, as in the proof of Theorem 
2.1, 71 =72- Since A is deterministic it follows that the edges O - ^ — O a nd 

7 , «5, 

O—>—O» coincide, so A satisfies (P). Conversely, if A is not closed then 

there exist vertices 7,5 in A and words vi>i,H>2 G (XUX~~l)+ such that w\W2W^1 

labels a path from 7 to 6 but (win^wf1)2 labels no such path. This implies that 
7 ^ 6 . Let w\ — yw' where y G XUX~l and note that there exist vertices 7i, 

61 in A such thatO—>—Oanc^O—>—O» ^^ edges in A. Since 7 ^ we see 
7 7i Si 8 

that A has two distinct edges O—I—O a nd O - ^ — O w i m m e same label, so 
7 7i <5 <5i 

A does not satisfy (P). It follows that the Schutzenberger automata A (w) (for 
w G ( X U r ' ) + ) satisfy (P) and that the word problem for B(X) is decidable. 

Finally, if A is any finite inverse X-automaton that satisfies (P) and if A is 
not a tree, then there exists a vertex a$ of A and a cyclically reduced word 
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u £ (XUX~])+ such that u labels a circuit from a0 to a0 in A. It follows that 
uuu~x also labels a path from «o to c*o in Si and so by the method given in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2, we may "unwrap" the path labeled by uuvTx from a§ to 
OCQ into a tree. Notice that the word uuu~x is not cyclically reduced of course, 
so the circuit labeled by u from a0 to a0 is transformed by this process into the 
tree O - * — O - * — O - > — O m the new automaton %\ : again, this automaton is 

«o «J ag 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and induction on the first Betti number 
of the automaton shows that there is some word w G (X UX~~l)+ such that 

* 
MT{w) = > A relative to the presentation (1). 

Remarks. Theorem 2.3 may be used to give very explicit information about 
the structure of B(X), for X a finite set. In particular, it is not too difficult to 
deduce from this a formula for the number of elements in B(X) (for X a finite 
set), or the number of elements in a *D -class etc. These results have also been 
obtained independently and using quite different methods by Reilly [11]: we 
shall not list these results here, but we refer the reader to Rei l ly ' s paper for 
further details. 

3. Joins with groups. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and 3C 
a variety of groups and let p{V), p(^C) be the corresponding fully invariant 
congruences on FIS(Y) for Y a countably infinite set. Then V \l% is a variety of 
inverse semigroups determined by the corresponding fully invariant congruence 
p{V V X) = P(V) H p(X). If F\(X) denotes the free object on X in V V X 
and F2(X) denotes the free object on X in V then F\(X) = FIS(X)/p(V V 7£) 
and F2(X) ^ FIS(X)/p(V). Recall (Petrich [10]) that the trace of a congruence 
p on an inverse semigroup S is defined to be the restriction of p to E(S), the 
semilattice of idempotents of S. It is well-known that if p, a are two congruences 
on an inverse semigroup S then tv(pna) = tr(p)Pltr(<j). Hence tr(p(^ V %)) — 
tr(p(<^)np(3C)) = tr(p(^))ntr(p(3C)) = tr(p(^)) since p(<K) is a group 
congruence. If follows that there is an idempotentseparating homomorphism v 
from F\(X) onto F2(X) such that the diagram 

p(V V % f 
FIS(X) — > F,(X) 

p{Vf 

F2(X) commutes. 

It is immediate that the word problem for F\ (X) is decidable if the word prob
lem for F2(X) is decidable and p(^C) is a decidable congruence. In particular if 
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3C = Ç (the variety of all groups) then p(K) = <7, the minimum group congru
ence on FIS(X) and in this case p(V V Ç) = p(l/)r\a = p(^)min, the smallest 
congruence on FIS(X) with the same trace as p(V) (see Petrich [10] for further 
information about the congruence pm[n associated with a congruence p on an 
inverse semigroup S). Clearly the word problem for the relatively free objects 
in V V Q is decidable if the corresponding word problem for the relatively 
free objects in V is decidable. In this section we examine the relationship be
tween the Schutzenberger graphs associated with F\(X) and the corresponding 
Schutzenberger graphs associated with F2(X) and interpret the former geomet
rically as covering spaces of the latter. 

We first recall some notions from Higgins [3] (see also Stallings [13]) which 
are analogues of corresponding standard ideas in algebraic topology. The graphs 
that we are interested in here are the underlying graphs of an inverse X-
automaton. Thus they are graphs in the sense of Serre [12] with edges labeled 
from XUX~~l and with the inverse e~x of the edge e : O > — 0 being inter-

a (3 

x-\ 
preted as the edgeO M O f ° r x ^ XUX~l. The initial [terminal] vertex of 

a p 

this edge e is a(e) = a[cj(e) = /3]. For each vertex a of such a graph F we 
denote by Stara(r) the set of edges of F with initial vertex a, i.e. 

Stara(r) = {e G E(F) : a(e) = a}. 

If / : r ' —> r is a (labeled) graph morphism and a7 G V(r7) then there is an 
associated function fa> : Stara/(r

/) —• Starry (F) that maps the edge O—>—O 
a' P' 

of r ' to the edge O - * — O °f F. A covering of the graph T is a pair ( r ' , / ) 
Cf P'f 

where V is a graph and / : V —• T is a graph morphism of V onto V such 
that the induced maps/»/ : Star^H) —> Star^(r) for a7 G V(V) are all one-
one and onto. If/ : V —»• T is a covering and od G V(P) then / induces a 
group embedding/* : TT^P, a7) —> 7Ti(r, a7/) from the fundamental group of 
F7 based at a7 into the fundamental group of Y based at a7/. This sets up a 
correspondence between coverings of a connected graph F and subgroups of the 
fundamental group 7Ti(r). It is well-known (Higgins [3], Stallings [13]) that this 
correspondence is one-one: thus coverings of a (connected) graph T are classified 
by subgroups of the fundamental group of T. In particular, if / : V —> F is the 
covering of F associated with the trivial subgroup {1} of 7n(r), then Ff is 
called the universal covering space of T. Clearly if/ : Ff —> F is a covering of 
r then r7 is the universal covering space of F if and only if F' is a tree: the 
universal covering space of F is the space (graph) of paths of r , obtained by 
"unwrapping" all paths of F into chains. For example, if F is the bouquet of |X| 

x E X 
circles F : ^y^ , then the universal covering space of F is the tree of the 
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free group FG(X) on X (i.e. the Cay ley graph of FG(X) relative to the usual 
presentation for FG(X)). 

The notion of coverings of graphs provides a convenient geometric description 
of the relationship between the Schutzenberger graphs of two inverse semigroups 
that are connected by means of an idempotent-separating morphism. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let Sx = Invs(X : T{) = FIS(X)/TX and S2 = Invs(X : T2) = 
FIS(X)/T2 be two inverse semigroups with the same set X of generators and 
suppose that r2 3 T\- Then the natural morphism f : S\ » S2 of S\ onto S2 is 
idempotent-separating if and only if for each word w G (XUX_1)+, the natural 
graph morphism fw : ST(X, 7I,H>) — » ST(X, T2,w) of the Schutzenberger 
graph ST(X, T\, w) onto the corresponding Schutzenberger graph ST(X, T2, w) 
is a covering. 

Proof Note that fw is the graph morphism that takes the edge O - * — O 
UT\ {ux)rr\ 

(for u G FIS(X)) of ST(X, Tx, w) to the edge O-^—O o f sr(x, T\ >w)- (T h i s 

is well-defined since r2 D T\.) Suppose first that / is idempotent-separating, 
so that tr(ri) = tr(r2). If 0 ~ * ~ 0 *s a n e(*ge in ST(X, T2,w) for some u G 

UT2 (UX)T2 

FIS(X), then (UU~1)T2 = (uxx~lu~l)r2 — (ww~l)rr2, so (uu~l, wxx_lw_1), (uu~\ 
ww~l) G tr(ri) = tr(r2), so (WW_1)TI = (MJCJC-1^-1)^ = (WW~1)T\. This implies 
that 0~~*~~0 is a n edge in Sr(X, Ti, w). Since this edge maps onto Q—>—O 

WTi ( l / x ) r i UT2 (UX)T2 

under/w, it follows that/w is onto. If ei and e2 are two edges of ST(X, T\,w) 
with a(^0 = a(e2) and ei/w = eifw and if ej is the edge O - * — O a nd ?2 is 

MTi (UX)T\ 

the edge O - * — O » t n e n w e m u s t n a v e W T i = v r i a nd x = y, so e\ = e2. Hence 
VTÏ (yy>7-i 

/w is one-one and so fw is a covering. 
Conversely suppose that each fw(w G (XUX_ 1)+) is a covering. Let w = 

JCI .. .xn, v = y\ .. ,ym G (XUX_1)+ be such that WTI, vri are idempotents of S\ 
and (uT\)f — {vT\)f\ i.e. WT2 = VT2. Since ur2 — vr2 is an idempotent in 52 we 
have UT2 = VT2 = (WV)T2. Hence (uy\)r2%^ur2 in S2 since (wvi)T2(jV2 • • • ymFi — 
ur2. It follows that 0~~*-~0 is a n e(*ge in 5T(X, 72,w). Similar arguments 

WT2 {uyxyr2 

show that 

A yi A J2 A j3 r\ ym r\ 

O ^ — O - ^ - O ^ Q••> O 

is in fact a path in ST(X,T2,u). Since /M : ST(X, Ti,w) —• 5r(X, r2,w) is a 
covering it follows that this path lifts to a path 

r\ y] r\ y2 r\ y3 r\ ym r\ 
KTI ( « J I ) T I w y i ^ ^ i (uy \...y m-i)T\ (UV)T\ 
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in ST(X, 7 I , M ) , and hence (WTIXVTO^WTI in S\. Hence (UT\)(VT\) = UT\. sim

ilarly (VTI )(UT\ ) = vr\, so MTI = (WTI )(VTI ) = (VT\ )(UT\ ) = VT\, whence / is 

idempotent- separating. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and Fq/(X) [resp. 

F<i/yç(X)] the relatively free (inverse) semigroup on the set X in V [resp. V V 

Q[. For each word w <E (XUX"1)* let ST(X, p ( ^ ) , w) and ST(X, p(V V Q\ w) 

denote the Schiitzenberger graphs of w relative to the presentation (X, p(V)) 

[resp. (X,p(l/ V Q))J of FV(X) [resp. FVyg{X)l Then ST(X,p(l/ V Ç),w) 

is the universal covering space of ST(X, p^ ),w) for each w G ( X U X _ 1 ) + . 

Proof Since the natural m a p / from F^yg(X)\ onto F^(X) is idempotent-

separating, it follows that each graph morphism fw : 5T(X,p(V V Ç) , 

w) — H ST(X1p(fU)1 w) is a covering, by Theorem 3.1. Now p{V V Q) — 

p{V )min — p(^ )Ha and so the natural morphism from FIS(X) onto F y v ^ (X) = 

FIS(X)/p(f]/)m\n is idempotent-pure since FIS(X) is £-unitary (see Petrich [10]). 

It follows from Lemma 1.4 of Margolis and Meakin [8] that each Schiitzenberger 

graph Sr(X, piV V Ç), w) is a tree and so ST(X, p ( ^ V Ç ) , w ) is the universal 

covering space of SHX, p( V ), w). 

Remarks. (1) Since the universal covering space of a graph T is the space 

of paths of r , it may be effectively constructed from T if there is an effective 

procedure for deciding, given a vertex a G V(T) and a word u G (X U X - 1 ) * , 

whether there is a path in V labelled by u and starting at a. It follows that 

Corollary 3.2 and Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 immediately yield solutions to the 

word problem for the relatively free objects in the varieties *B V Q and Cn V Q. 

In fact, if we interpret the Schiitzenberger automaton of a word u relative to a 

presentation of an inverse monoid M as a "canonical form,, for u in M, then 

these results provide us with "canonical forms" for words in these cases. 

(2) The results of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 were announced briefly by one of 

the authors at a semigroups conference in Szeged, Hungary (August 1987) and 

in more detail at a special session on semigroups at the October, 1987 meeting 

of the American Mathematical Society in Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A. The results 

of section 3 of the paper were announced at a special session on semigroups at 

the December, 1988 meeting of the Canadian Mathematical Society in Toronto, 

Canada. 
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